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Lat you do it the other way. And now you comd to your .,...3'....,, and it

is very asy to completely lose your head, and say, I wouldn't say in a place
say

like this. Well, think it through before you that. Think oe it seriously.

Take it to the extreme. Say, if this matter is so vital in their minds, that

they will not go along with me in it, do I think t it to vital enought that I

should leave them account of it? Think that through. 'Jell, if it is that vital

then, why you may have to sep right out, But if you do, don't have alot of bit

terness about it. Recognize you got in a place that is different from what you

thought it was ,, and go. But if the matter is not in that category, why then,

either lay it aside, because there are a hundred other things that are more im

portant, or else figure it is something on which education comes in, on which

you can gradually win people to your viewpoint end of G 1!0
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..,..nterpretation of Scripture. I've known fellows who have gone into a

church, and right away they find that there is somebody in that church who

thinks that when the ood samaritan went down to Jericho, the reason he fell among

bandits, was because he was going down to Jericho, instead of up to Jerusalem.

That's why he got into to trouble. And the priest and the Levite) the reason

they passed by was because they were degenerated, they were going down. I heard

a wonderful sermon on that. 1. .. And then the good Samaritan, he stopped.

Do you know the reason wy? I-Ic was going up. He was on the way to Jerusalem.

He wasn't going down. I heard a wonderful sermon. It is not in the word. The

truths given were wonderful, but they have nothing in the world that would fit

with the parable. Well now you will find somebody in your church who w*Lll think

that every little tiny thing in the 0. T. was a type, everything. And if you

went on that way, you could prove anything in the world by it. But they don't do

that. They have a few wonderful truths which they prove by finding signs and

types for absolutely everything. Well, I have knonn people that went into a chure
are

like that, and their big duty in life uas to bi convince people that they/wrong

and they immediately get into a big struggle, and they get Into this strusg2e, ad

maybe they gt rid of half the churh .. . . .2. . . . ,and maybe they themselves get
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